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Abstract Fake news detection on social medial has attracted a huge body of research as one of the most important tasks of social analysis in recent years. In
this task, given a Twitter feed, the goal is to identify fake/real news authors or
spreaders. We assume fake news authors mostly like to play with the semantic
aspect of news rather than trying to add specific changes to their styles. However,
making a change into the semantic aspect of news can cause unwanted changes
in style. We hypothesize, by relying on news content, a combination of semantic
and coarse-grained features may lead us to common information about the author’s style while reviewing the conceptual aspect of author documents. In this
paper, we propose the LSACoNet representation using a fully connected neural
network (FCNN) classifier that combines different levels of document representation to investigate this hypothesis. Experimental results presented in this paper
showed that a combination of representations plays an important role in identifying fake/real news spreaders. Finally, we achieved accuracies of 72.5% and 74.5%
in the English and Spanish test datasets, respectively, using presented LSACoNet
representation and FCNN classifier.
Keywords: Fake News, False Information, Feature Combination, Suspicious Fake
News Authors, Fully Connected Neural Network
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Introduction

False information such as fake news is one of the main threats of our society. In the last
years, big social networks like Facebook or Twitter have admitted that their networks
had fake and duplicate accounts. Regarding this, fake news are not a new phenomenon,
and the exponential growth of social media has offered an easy way for fast propagation.
These fake news usually try to deceive users to express specific options. Users play a
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critical role in the creation and spread of fake news by influencing people to make a
decision, support or attack an idea, or even election candidate.
This year at author profiling tasks series, the new task got a place to convey our concern
to stop spreading fake news, a Profiling Fake News Spreaders on Twitter [16] task. In
this task, we aim to identify possible fake news spreaders on social media as a first step
towards preventing fake news from being propagated among online users.
Task: Given a Twitter feed, determine whether its author is keen to be a spreader
of fake news.
The main goal was aimed to investigating if it is possible to discriminate authors that
have shared some fake news in the past from those that, to the best of our knowledge,
have never done it. Also, this task runs based on a multilingual perspective for English
and Spanish languages.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related works. Section
3 describes the proposed method. Section 4 describes the performed baselines, experiments, and discusses the obtained results. Finally, section 5 presents our conclusions.

2

Related Work

In the fake news challenge (FNC-1) [6] shared task, studies have been done with 50
participating teams. They performed a detailed feature analysis of participant and concluded that identifying high-performing features for the task yields a new model which
mostly rely on the lexical overlap for classification. They believe that this task is challenging since the best performing features are not yet able to resolve difficult cases.
Thus, more sophisticated machine learning techniques are needed, which have a deeper
semantic understanding. In [18], the authors made a study to understand user profiles
on social media for fake news detection and proposed a principled way to understand
which features of user-profiles are helpful for fake news detection. They concluded that
first, there are specific users who are more likely to trust fake news than real news, second, these users reveal different features from those who are more likely to trust real
news. These observations showed the importance of feature construction for fake news
detection.
According to a major study of [6] and the study of [18], we believe, this task is sensitive to feature dimensionality. That is, low-quality features can reduce overall model
performance. Feature combination is one of the common actions used to enhance features. In combination methods, different feature vectors are lumped into a single long
composite vector, or in addition to the combination of feature vectors, the dimension
of feature space is reduced. From an NLP attitude, many methods proposed to employ
feature combinations for different studies like fake news challenge.
A work done in [21] has studied false information on Twitter. They found that real
tweets contain fewer bias markers, hedges, subjective terms, and less harmful words.
They build a model that combined features like graph-based, cues words, and syntax.
They concluded, incorporating linguistic features and social network interactions with
neural network models improves the classification of suspicious news. However, they

are expecting to utilize more sophisticated discourse and pragmatics features and inferring degrees of credibility in their future works.
In the work of [7], they have used a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network combined with other features such as bag-of-characters (BOC), BOW, and topic model features based on non-negative matrix factorization, Latent Dirichlet Allocation, and Latent Semantic Indexing. They achieved a state-of-the-art result of 60.9% (Macro F1) on
the Fake News Challenge (FNC-1) dataset. Similar to this work, at [4], an approach was
presented that combines lexical, word embeddings, and n-gram features to detect the
stance in fake news. Their approach has been tested on the FNC-1 dataset and achieved
an accuracy of 59.6% (Macro F1) close to state-of-the-art results using a simple feature
representation. Mainly approaches at Fake News Challenge (FNC-1) dataset incorporated a different combination of features, such as word or character n-grams, bag-ofwords, word embeddings, latent semantic analysis features [17] [8].
At another work [13], they have used a set of linguistic features like n-grams, punctuation, psycholinguistic, readability, and syntax features. The proposed linguistics-driven
approach suggests that to differentiate between fake and genuine content it is worthwhile to look at the lexical, syntactic, and semantic level of a news item in question.
They have achieved an accuracy of up to 76% in their own collected dataset.

3

Proposed Approach

We assume authors may convey different concepts when they are tweeting, so differences in concepts can capture fake/real news. Since fake news spreaders can be very
smart or complicate their semantic of tweet concepts highly keen to be real but in a
different style than usual. According to [15] coarse-grained features are most likely to
find author’s styles. So, taking author fingerprinted features into account can be useful in the case of finding author styles. To construct a hypothesis, lets (X i , y i ) be the
definition of each user tweets. X i refers to user i tweets. y i describes fake/real news
spreader. Suppose i ∈ [1, m], j ∈ [1, n] and m, n be the maximum numbers of users,
and each user tweets, respectively. We can define X i = ∪nj=1 γj in which γj refers to
array of words which belongs to j-th tweet’s for user i-th, and γjk is the k-th word of
array γj with length of |γj |. In the following, we will use these notations to introduce
our proposed approach in more details.

3.1

Data Preprocessing

In the first stage of preprocessing, we used Preprocessor1 which is a preprocessing library for tweet data written in Python. It used to remove URLs, Hashtags, Mentions,
Reserved words (RT, FAV), Emojis, Smileys, and Numbers from X i even those that already masked in the dataset. Next, punctuation removal, stopwords removal, and stemming applied to ∀γjk , k ∈ |γj | using NLTK 3.0 Toolkit [1].
1
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3.2

Data Representation Methods

I. ConceptNet Numberbatch Regarding word embeddings that represent only distributional semantics like Word2Vec or GloVe and word embedding that represent only
relational knowledge like ConceptNet, ConceptNet Numberbatch is a hybrid word embedding built using an ensemble approach. It combines data from ConceptNet, Word2Vec,
GloVe, and OpenSubtitles 2016 using a variation on retrofitting [19].
– ConceptNet [19] is a knowledge graph that connects words and phrases of natural
language with labeled edges. ConceptNet sources include symmetric and asymmetric relations. Its knowledge is collected from many sources that include expertcreated resources, crowd-sourcing, and games with a purpose. It is designed to
allow the applications to better understand the meanings behind the words people
use [19].
– GloVe [12] is a vector space with meaningful substructure which pre-trained on
various datasets.
– Word2Vec [11] is a word vectors pre-trained on the Google News dataset.
– OpenSubtitles 2016 [20] is a collection of movie subtitles and used as a part of
meta data for training ConceptNet Numberbatch.
ConceptNet Numberbatch is a multilingual word embedding and represents 78
different languages in 300 dimensions. Words in different languages share a common
semantic space, and that semantic space is informed by all of the languages. The f is a
representation of semantic space.
1
f : W ord 7−→ V300

In this work, we used ConceptNet Numberbatch version 19.08, and a vocabulary size
of 651859 for Spanish, and 516782 for English. Γ uses f to represent word vectors for
both words in numberbatch vocabulary and OOV words.
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We skipped stemming in the preprocessing stage for given γjk due to low accuracy
achieved in our experiments. Investigations showed stemming decreases word usage
frequency in the data and it leads to poor CoN et vectors.
II. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [9] is a statistical approach to extract relations
among words by meaning of their contexts of use in documents. LSA can be
accomplished by applying a low-rank Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the
N-grams/TF-IDF matrices to reduce the number of rows while preserving the similar
structure among columns.

Table 1. Optimized parameters for TF-IDF and N-gram
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– N-grams, it converts a collection of text documents to a matrix of token counts as
a term frequency(TF) representation. N-gram is trained for transforming data into
matrix of Mngram .
Mngram : X i → Vdi
– N-grams with TF-IDF weighting [10], it works by determining the relative
frequency of words in a specific document compared to the inverse proportion of
that word over the entire document corpus. Words that are common in documents
tend to have higher TF-IDF numbers than others. TF-IDF matrix representation of
documents presents fingerprinted features for documents. TF-IDF is trained for
transforming data into matrix of Mtf idf .
Mtf idf : X i → Vdi
LSA is dimension reduction which is able to capture and represent significant
components of the lexis and passage meanings. Also, this has the effect of reducing
noise in the data as well as reducing the sparseness of the matrix. From these
perspectives, we applied SVD to N-grams and TF-IDF matrices for dimensional
reduction with a component number of 200. SVD is a formulation of dimension
reduction for our case. SVD is a transformer of Mtf idf and Mngram to latent space.
i
SV D : Vdi → V200

We used scikit-learn [2] python library for our experiments and training N-grams
models for both languages. Experimental searches have been done for tuning N-grams
and TF-IDF parameters using a 5 and 10 fold cross-validation. Table 1 shows a
summary of the best achieved parameters for both languages.
3.3

Input Representation

According to our experiments, single representations mainly are not able to perform
well after achieving specific accuracy due to their features overlaps and similarities.
We will discuss it in more detail. Regarding the hypothesis of combining, weak
learners can boost performance. We hypothesis that combining representations must

do the same in most of the cases. To overcome single representation issues and to keep
representation combination simple, LSACoNet has been introduced as a concatenation
of representations. The ∆ is a transformer which is able to represent a combination of
feature vectors for given user tweets in 700 dimensions.
∆ : X i −→ (CoN et(X i ), SV D(Mtf idf (X i )), SV D(Mngram (X i )))
i
∆(X i ) ∈ V700

3.4

Model Architecture

A fully connected feed-forward neural network [5] (namely FCNN) introduced to
tackle fake/real news spreader detection challenge. Proposed FCNN contains an input
layer with 1024 neurons, ReLU activation, dropout, and BatchNormalization. Next,
FCNN follows 3 hidden layers, each holding 256, 128, and 64 neurons respectively
with sigmoid activation and an output layer with 2 neurons, and BatchNormalization.
At the input layer, BatchNormalization set to normalize the combined features from
different representations. To reduce thinking of the network, dropout has been used
with a probability of 40% at the input layer. To compile network spars categorical
cross-entropy, loss function has been utilized. As an optimizer, Adam applied with a
learning rate of 0.002. The process of experimenting with Deep Neural Networks has
been done using Keras [3] a deep learning API written in Python.

4

Experiments and Results

This year, task organizers have provided a training corpus2 . The corpus is composed of
documents in English and Spanish, where each document contains 100 tweets for each
author. The statistics of this corpus are presented in Table 2.

4.1

Baselines

In order to compare the proposed methods, we implemented 3 baselines as described
in bellow, and Table 3 (in group 0 for detailed experimental result) shows detailed
evaluation results for them.
– RANDOM: a random prediction model predicts 1 if random value ∈ [0, 0.5] else
0.
– TFIDFLSVM: TF-IDF representation contains all words without applying
preprocessing and parameter tuning, and linear SVM as a classifier with C = 1.
– STATLSVM: includes statistical features like number of characters, URLs,
Mentions, Hashtags, RTs, and Emojis with linear SVM as a classifier with C = 1.
2
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Table 2. Dataset Statistics: Due to privacy reasons URLs, Mentions, and Hashtags are replaced
with their specific tags starts/ends with #

4.2

Train

Spanish

1
0

150
150
300
150
150
300

#URL#

Emojis

100 8864
4 114.5
100 8902 12 110.5
100 8882
8
112
100 9113 12
93
100 11136 28.5 73
100 10124 20
83

#HASHTAG#

1
0

#USER#

English

RTs

Train

Chars

Dataset Language Class User No.

Tweets No.

Average Per User

8
16
12
15
29
22

15.5
38.5
27
40
71
55.5

32
46
39
11
39
25

Test

100
100
200
100
100
200

Experimental Results

We conducted a few experiments with different classifiers (Multi-layer Perceptron,
Linear/RBF SVM, Logistic Regression, K Nearest Neighbors, Naive Bayes, Ridge
classifier - a classifier using ridge regression, Stacking Ensemble), and different
representations(N-gram, TF-IDF, LSA, ConceptNet Numberbatch). The differences
between experiments are mainly focused on 5/10-fold cross-validation mean accuracy
and confidence interval(CI). Most of the models in experiments were suffering from a
hight confidence interval. We essentially concentrated on reducing the overfitting
impact by reviewing confidence intervals, while boosting model performance on
validations using 5/10-fold cross-validation scheme.
Experiment 1: TF-IDF Modeling In Experiment 1 we used TF-IDF representation
using word usage factor while making a vocabulary for representation. With word
usage factor we were able to use the author’s fingerprinted words as a representation
with ignoring less and most used words with setting lower/upper bound threshold to
each term frequency. We used a lower/upper bound term frequency thresholds for both
languages. The lower/upper bound term frequency threshold includes 2/2000 for
English and 3/4000 for Spanish. In final, terms fall in the range of [Ltf , Utf ]
considered in making TF-IDF vocabulary. Attained results for this experiment is
recorded in Table 3 (in the section for detailed experimental results using
cross-validation) group 1. We achieved CI close to 0.05 by applying a linear SVM
classifier. The ridge classifier also achieved average accuracy result close to linear
SVM, however, this model suffers from a high CI.
Experiment 2: Character N-gram Modeling In Experiment 2 similar to the
previous analysis, we have run an investigation with character n-gram representation to
explore for better features by keeping only the author’s most valuable words. We used
a character 3-grams scheme using word usage factor while making vocabulary for
representation. Less valuable terms were ignored from the vocabulary by setting a

lower bound term frequency threshold of 5 for both languages. In final, terms fall in
the range of [Ltf , ∞) considered in making representation vocabulary. Accomplished
results for this experiment were recorded in Table 3 group 2. Presented results are not
very promising due to high CI and low accuracy regarding previous experiment
models. Most importantly averaged results and CIs are close to baseline models except
2 cases and they are mostly suffering from high CI. More investigations revealed that
for Spanish, logistic regression, and ridge classifiers are running well, however, for
English, they are performing very low regarding baseline and group-1 models.
According to the results, character n-gram representation fails in capturing fake/real
news spreaders.
Experiment 3: Punctuation/Character N-gram Modeling In Experiment 3 we
considered another study with character 5-grams with considering only marks. We
replaced letters in tweets with *. Next, we used the experiment 2 details for modeling
logistic regression and linear SVM. Recorded results in Table 3 group 3 for both
classifiers confirms that extracting character n-gram features could be hard for models
to capture fake/real news spreaders due to poor features.
Experiment 4: Ensemble Learning In Experiment 4, we investigated combining
weak learners by applying a stacking ensemble approach with a majority voting
scheme. TF-IDF representation using linear SVM, k nearest neighbors, and ridge
classifiers were considered for English, and at Spanish, only third learner changed to
character 3-gram representation with logistic regression classifier. We achieved
accuracies of 0.768/0.764 for averaged 5/10-fold cross-validation respectively. It
outperforms current models, however, it suffers from high CI for English.
Experiment 5: Concept Modeling In Experiment 5, we examined linear/rbf SVM
and logistic regression classifiers with ConceptNet Numberbatch word embedding.
Obtained results are reported in Table 3, group 5. Results showed Numberbatch is
mostly likely to perform similar to TF-IDF representation.
Experiment 6: Concatenation of Features In Experiment 6, we analyze LSACoNet
representations with linear SVM. For analysis, we made a baseline without any
specific parameter setting and using maximum feature dimensions. Interestingly we
achieved a low CI for both languages with this baseline. It showed how combination of
features are capable. Next, LSACoNet representations were evaluated based on the
parameter setting mentioned in Table 1. Obtained results showed feature combination
is a very powerful technique for boosting performance. We reached accuracies of
0.785/0.765 for 5/10-fold cross-validation and lowest possible CI. Detailed results
have been recorded in Table 3 in group 6.
Experiment 7: FCNN In Experiment 7, we made a different analysis using
LSACoNet representation and CoNet representation. To make conclusions about if

FCNN is able to perform better than the models described in previous experiments,
CoNet representation is considered as a baseline. We used 5 different test split sizes
for this experiment to evaluate LSACoNetFCNN and CoNetFCNN models. Obtained
result from this experiment were recorded in Table 1 (in detailed experimental results
with FCNN). We gained average accuracy of 0.79 for LSACoNetFCNN. Both results
in experiment 6, and 7 are very promising, and comparing accuracies and CIs of these
2 experiments are not an interesting job to do because of differences in evaluations.
Both LSACoNetLSVM and LSACoNetFCNN models are very promising and since
for final evaluation, we didn’t have any test set to compare these 2 models we simply
relied on LSACoNetFCNN as a final model.
4.3

Final Evaluation

Following the previous results, for the final evaluation at TIRA platform [14], we
applied LSACoNet method with FCNN for the classification of real/fake news
spreaders. The obtained accuracy results for the final evaluation were as follows: in
Spanish, 0.745; in English, 0.725; and 0.735 for both tasks. The official results are
shown in Table 3 (in detailed results of submissions) for early birds and final
evaluation. We gained a better result with LSACoNet and FCNN for English at the
final evaluation. However, for Spanish TF-IDF representation with linear SVM
performed well with an accuracy of 0.765 at early birds evaluation. In the final
evaluation metrics, the best scores of the submissions between the early birds and final
submissions of each participant and each language have been considered. This means
that in our case we achieved the best score for Spanish in early bird and the best score
for English in the final submission so, overall achieved accuracy is 0.745.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a model for Profiling Fake News Spreader on the Twitter
task in PAN 2020. We presented a feature combination model namely LSACoNet to
use a different representation of the documents to incorporate with FCNN on detecting
fake/real news spreaders on Twitter. In the final, we achieved average accuracy of
0.745. Regarding our manual evaluation, our approach is very capable of
distinguishing fake/real news spreaders. In future works, we most likely to try to add
feature weighting for representations and use different deep neural network models
like RNN and cleverly emotionalized word or character n-gram features to enrich
current features to boost the performance of currently existed representation.
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